
UX DESIGNER

Oh heal yes!  Welcome to Apothékary.  We are a plant-based farmacy that provides natural
alternatives to over-the-counter synthetic beauty products and drugs.  We were founded in early
2019 by Shizu Okusa, a serial entrepreneur in the wellness industry, who also founded JRINK, a
cold-pressed juice company in Washington DC.

Apothékary is currently focused on growing online as a direct-to-consumer (DTC) brand and
adjacently, through retail partners like juice bars, wellness shops, and clean beauty stores.  We
are expanding quickly and are looking to welcome a jump-right-in Specialist to join our growing
team. This role will assist our founding team to ensure the entire Apothékary customer
experience is an exceptional one.

http://apothekary.co


The UX Designer will play an integral role in the company and in particular, work closely with the
VP of Marketing, Lead Developer and Senior Marketing Manager to ensure the Apothékary
customer and website experience is a great one.

Ideal candidate:

● Have 2-3 years of UX design experience in a startup and/or e-commerce environment
● Have a passion for creating beautiful experiences for complex problems
● Have a portfolio with specific examples that demonstrate your thought and design

process to produce a great user experience that drives conversion
● Are data-driven; gathering or working with another's user research and analytics to

inform your designs and approach
● Comfortable working from inception through execution (brainstorming, sketching,

mapping, wireframing, prototyping, designing, paring or even coding, AB Testing)
● Solve problems with simple and elegant solutions
● Think big picture and detail-oriented
● Have a refined aesthetic - with considerations to usability, simplicity, and consistency -

and can design to specific branding needs
● Are honest and humble and can give and take critique productively
● Have fluency with design tools such as Photoshop, Illustrator, Sketch, InVision, Axure,

Framer, etc.
● Have experience designing for web - understanding best practices, design patterns,

technical tools and their limitations
● Can communicate design approaches to software engineers and stakeholders
● Have a passion to create new, unique, game-changing experiences in the digital space

and wellness industry

Responsibilities:

● Work cross-functionally to define the vision and North Star for Apothékary’s digital
customer experience across web and mobile (and soon: in-stores and for our retailers!)

● Partner with your cross-functional peers to inform the digital product roadmap, and drive
cohesion of design and research deliverables across e-commerce and brand initiatives

● Source inspiration, propose recommendations, and build wireframes for UX optimization
for - but not limited to product roadmap initiatives

● Gather feedback from customers on current UX and use it to inform optimization
upgrades to ultimately drive conversion rate

● Build design direction for existing less than optimal UX points including, but not limited to
the blog, account portal, subscription experience, landing pages, etc.

● Support the design elements for new product experience - from landing page, to labels,
to opening experience upgrades.



Time and Location Expectations

The UX Designer’s expected start date is ASAP. The role will start at around 10-15 hours/week
on an hourly basis, with the potential to go up to 20-25 hours/week. Compensation is based on
experience.

Role performance and company growth dependent, there may be an opportunity for an
expansion of this position. Note that job responsibilities may change based on the company’s
evolving needs.

This position is a remote role with working hours largely structured around EST weekday hours.

Application

If interested in this position, please send your resume and cover letter to
careers@apothekary.co with subject line, “APPLICATION: UX Designer - [Your location]”

mailto:careers@apothekary.co

